A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
The Use of Force. The first serious rising, which seems
to have been connected with William's exceptional taxation,
or with new regulations interfering with old usage, was in the
West, at Exeter. It was easily settled, for William had by this
time native troops to help him: but more trouble followed.
The governors of the North, who had held their position before
Hastings, were uncertain, and one of them—Edwin—rebelled.
The town of York rose; Edgar the Atheling got away, and was
received in Scotland by King Malcolm; and all that year,
1068, was full of such movements. William got the better of
them for the moment without great severity, but in the next
year things became serious. The garrison in Durham was
massacred, much of the North rose, Edgar joined in from
Scotland, later on the sons of Harold began to harry the West,
and, what was most dangerous of all, the Danes again appeared
to threaten invasion. The trouble in England seemed to offer
them an opportunity.
If this last Danish invasion had succeeded all the work of
the new Norman organization would have been undone.   But
the energy of William was equal to the occasion.   He suppressed
risings on all sides, setting up garrisons in the Midlands and
the West.   He came to York.   The Danes dared not meet him
and retired, and he kept his Christmas of 1069 with great
solemnity in York, and then marched north (in the teeth of the
winter), ravaging a wide belt of country right up as far as the
Tyne.   Terrible memories of that ravaging survived;   it was
the chief act of violence connected with the Conquest.    Its
main effect upon history, however, was not the mere sup-
pression of a local rebellion, but the ending once and for all
of the old danger of invasion from the North Sea.   After this
year (1070) the peril of barbarians from the east, which had
harassed England intermittently for six hundred years, was
heard of no more.   William ended the campaign by throwing a
strong garrison into Chester after a remarkable march in very
bad weather through the Pennines.   Nothing remained but an
isolated centre of resistance in the marshlands, where Hereward
(called the Wake), with one of the rebellious northern governors,
and a group of others stood a siege which dragged on for
many months, though it could only have one end.   After the
breakdown of that centre of resistance William's power was
secure.

